
 
 
 
 
Bad Bugs Bookclub Meeting Report: Rant: an oral 
biography of Buster Casey by Chuck Palahniuk 

  
 
The aim of the Bad Bugs Book Club is to get people interested in science, 
specifically microbiology, by reading books (novels) in which infectious disease 
forms some part of the story. We also try to associate books, where possible, with 
some other activity or event, to widen interest, and to broaden impact. 
We have established a fairly fluid membership of our bookclub through our website 
In The Loop (www.sci-eng.mmu.ac.uk/intheloop), but we hope to encourage others 
to join, to set up their own bookclub, suggest books and accompanying activities to 
us, and give feedback about the books that they have read, using our website as the 
focus for communication. 
Our bookclub comprises both microbiologists and members of the general public. 
We felt that this would encourage some discussion on the science – accuracy, 
impact etc – as well as about the book.   
 
Chuck Palahniuk is the author of Fight Club, also a memorable movie. Fight Club 
challenges the issue of reality towards its end, and Rant, a later novel (2007) does 
the same throughout. The sleeve notes say ‘Buster (Rant) Casey just may be the 
most efficient serial killer of our time. A high school rebel, Rant Casey escapes from 
his small home town for the big city where he becomes the leader of an urban 
demolition derby called Party Crashing. Rant Casey will die a spectacular highway 
death, after which his friends gather the testimony needed to build an oral history of 
his short, violent life. With hilarity, horror and blazing insight, Rant is a mind-bending 
vision of the future...’ We chose the book because there was reference to his friends 
‘exploring the charges that his saliva infected hundreds and caused a silent, urban, 
plague of rabies’ 
 
We held the meeting on the anniversary of the eradication of smallpox (and selected 
smallpox as the focus for our next book!).  
 
First impression of the novel was that we wouldn’t be able to recommend it to 
everyone as a good read (primarily because of the nature of some of the content), 
but it was full of ideas, thought-provoking, irritating, puzzling, shocking, occasionally 
amusing, and provided plenty of material for discussion. It would certainly not be 
appropriate for formal undergraduate classes. For this reason, no reading guide has 
been included: to focus on questions related to rabies would be to underestimate 
and undermine the many concepts introduced in the book, such as ‘boosting and 
outcording’, ‘daytimers and nighttimers’, ‘party crashing’ and time travel. One of us 
read the book twice – effectively looping as some of the characters do – and found 
references to boosting as early as page 11, time travel page 7, prior to more detailed 
description around many pages later (so how come we glossed over them on first 
encounter?). 
 
 

http://www.sci-eng.mmu.ac.uk/intheloop


We eventually decided that the key to the novel was that everyone creates their own 
reality from their experiences, and constructs beliefs. Is this constructed reality our 
actual reality? With this underlying premise, many of the difficulties the literal reader 
might encounter dematerialise somewhat. Even the first chapter explains how to 
‘read’ behaviour, with the salesman convincing you what you want.  Our behaviours 
rely on rules which seem trivial – for example, we rely on a strip of paint in the road 
to control how we drive safely, and our belief in this reality is essential for traffic 
management. The reality and complexity of traffic systems is highlighted via the 
highly developed and evolving rules of Party Crashing, and associated aspirations of 
Reverse Pioneering (and in our world through video games and movies – Fast and 
Furious, Death Race 2000, Rollerball...we couldn’t see how Rant could ever make a 
movie!).  The writing paints vivid images for the reader, capturing our memory’s 
observations and manipulating them into very different and often unpleasant 
scenarios.  
 
Of the few words that Rant actually says, ‘What if reality is nothing but some 
disease?’ The spread of rumours, the truth of recorded history, the spread of 
infectious disease... 
 
So where does rabies come in? Rant continually challenges his immune system with 
a range of wild animal bites, and becomes a rabies superspreader. His saliva infects 
many people, on occasion repeatedly. Rabies prevents those infected from ‘boosting 
peaks’ (enhanced reality), so they become more motivated to create more exciting 
realities of their own. Rabies also becomes the tool through which the authorities 
separate the more respectable daytimers from the nighttimer society through 
increasingly aggressive measures. There are several factual accounts of disease 
outbreaks throughout history, recounted by an epidemiologist. Many of these were 
known to be true by bookclub members – but others either were untrue or unknown, 
again reflecting the manipulation of reality. The epidemiology of rabies is also a little 
twisted. 
 
It was a great book of ideas. Many of our usual bookclub questions were irrelevant, 
discussion progressed freely - but here are some that touch on microbiology. 
 
 

1. Rant is believed to pass rabies through his saliva (he is a superspreader) and 
cause a significant epidemic. What role does the rabies outbreak play in the 
story? How does Rant catch rabies? What role do bats play? What are the 
symptoms of rabies in this story? How does it spread? How is it prevented? 
Does the epidemiology of rabies Rant serotype vary from that of rabies as we 
know it?  

 
2. Do Droolers remind you of anything? 

 
3. There are several sections describing outbreaks of various diseases, with 

shocking case studies. Are they true or false? 
 
Joanna Verran 
 


